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Abstract

Automated planning is a long-standing problem which concerns finding an action sequence to solve a task. In this thesis, we explore two problems in leveraging machine learning for automated planning: (1) learning from failed planning attempts to improve efficiency of future planning, and (2) adding goal-conditioning to action samplers in a neuro-symbolic planning framework. In both problems, we utilize neural networks to learn mappings that empirically enhance the performance of existing planning frameworks.
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1 Introduction

Automated planning is a subfield of artificial intelligence which involves finding a sequence of actions to solve a specified task. We can broadly think about automated planning as a set of states, actions, and goals. A state is a representation of the current state of the world, an action is something an agent can perform in order to move from one state to another, and a goal is a set of states that the agent wishes to be in. Thus, a planning problem involves coming up with a series of actions to take the agent from its initial state to a goal state. Planning problems can come in several varieties, depending on attributes such as whether states are continuous or discrete, whether actions are deterministic or nondeterministic, and whether there is full or partial observability of the environment.

Planning is an important question to study both in terms of practical applications and as an area of academic interest. In the real world, planning addresses the question of how an agent can accomplish a complex task without having specified instructions at every step. Self-driving cars use automated planning to navigate busy roads without human guidance [37], and household helper robots use planning to perform various chores [21]. Planning is of theoretical interest because it forms an important part of intelligent behavior. In 1997, IBM created the chess engine Deep Blue using planning strategies to outplay reigning world champion Garry Kasparov in a six-game match, scoring 3.5-2.5 [8]. More recently, in 2016, AlphaGo won against top human player Lee Sedol in a five-game match 4-1, before it defeated top-ranked player Ke Jie 3-0 at the 2017 Future of Go Summit [12] [42]. Looking forward, planning will continue to play a key part in enabling artificial intelligence to meet and exceed the capabilities of humans.

1.1 Methods of planning

The classical planning setting assumes a finite state and action space, as well as a deterministic transition function mapping each state and action pair to a new state. Classical planning algorithms are often based on state space search. Search nodes are the states of the planning environment, edges
represent possible state transitions, edge distances represent action costs, and a search algorithm is
applied in order to find a path to the goal state. Search algorithms may vary in terms of whether
they find an optimal path to the goal state, in which action costs are minimized, or if they simply
find a satisficing path.

When a planner does not have any information about the goal’s location, uninformed search
may be used. Uninformed search algorithms include traditional depth-first search and breadth-first
search; depth-first search explores as far along each branch as possible before backtracking, while
breadth-first search explores all nodes at the current depth before continuing search at the next
depth level. Search may also be guided by a heuristic function, which approximates the distance to
the goal from each state. Heuristic searches include greedy best-first search, which expands nodes
in the order of their heuristic values, and A* search, which expands nodes based on the estimated
total path length through the node (the sum of the cost to the node and the node’s heuristic value).
α–β search, which is used by Deep Blue, and Monte Carlo Tree Search, used by AlphaGo, are also
examples of heuristic search.

In environments with large, continuous state and action spaces, hierarchical planning may be
used [30][53][36]. Hierarchical planning divides the problem into various levels of abstraction. The
highest level corresponds to a highly discretized space in which solving for a plan to the goal is
easy, while the lowest level corresponds to the continuous state and actions of the environment.
In the robotics literature, task and motion planning solves robot planning problems using discrete
task-level planning and continuous motion-level planning.

The application of classical automated planners to real-world problems can be difficult because
of the difficulty of hand-crafting accurate descriptions of the planning task and because of challenges
scaling up off-the-shelf planners [21]. These two problems have been addressed by a long and active
line of research in machine learning for planning [24]. Approaches in this line include heuristic
learning [3][18][41][42][54] and generalized policy learning [6][19][20][25][34][45].
1.2 Our contributions

We continue the work in machine learning for automated planning by exploring two directions. In section 2, we investigate how to learn from failed planning attempts in the classical planning setting. Our main insight is that, by identifying something we call *eliminable edge sets* in previous searches, we can learn a model that predicts what edges can be eliminated in new similar searches. The work in this section was published at the ICAPS 2021 Workshop on Planning and Reinforcement Learning \[55\]. In section 3, we consider a more challenging setting where states and actions are hybrid discrete/continuous and planning is bi-level. The key question we investigate here is to what extent goal-conditioning can improve action sampling. For each direction of study, we will discuss the most relevant work, our problem setup, our approach, and our empirical findings and analysis. In Section 4, we conclude our explorations with some final thoughts and reflections on the connection between our two directions of study.
Learning from Failures in Classical Planning

Our first direction of study takes place in the classical planning setting, where states and actions are finite and state transitions are deterministic. However, even with deterministic transitions, we may fail to realize a plan to the goal if the state and action spaces are large and we have compute or time constraints. We address the question of how past failure experiences can be leveraged to plan more efficiently and effectively in a similar new problems.

 Approaches to learning from previous planning experiences almost always rely on successful past experience [24] [25]. In the following related work section, we will describe two methods of learning from failures; each of these methods have limitations that we attempt to overcome.

 Specifically, we introduce the new concept of eliminable edge sets: sets of edges that can be eliminated from a search graph without changing the solvability of the problem. We show how eliminable edge sets can be identified from failed searches, with particular ease in the case of forward search algorithms like A* and greedy best-first search (GBFS). These edges can then be used to learn to predict eliminable edges in new problems, leading to faster planning.

 In experiments, we consider this approach of learning to predict eliminable edge sets in four visual navigation domains, all of which contain reversible actions and therefore lack dead-ends. Our main empirical finding is that planning with the learned edge elimination model considerably outperforms planning with the same algorithm that led to the failed search attempts. We continue with an analysis of the aspects of the domains that enable this strong performance and conclude with a discussion of remaining challenges and open questions in learning from failed search attempts.

2.1 Related work

2.1.1 Learning inadmissible heuristics

Thayer et al. [50] introduced what they called learning inadmissible heuristics during search in a 2011 paper. Assuming that a search heuristic exists during planning, Thayer et al. show that they can reason about the heuristic’s error – the difference between the estimates provided by the
heuristic and the true distances between states – to learn a better heuristic during a future planning attempt. Our method is more generally applicable in that it does not assume an existing heuristic. In addition, our method is able to extract information from states that is not captured in a heuristic, and our method succeeds on failure cases mentioned in Thayer et al.’s work.

2.1.2 Dead-end detection

Another approach to learning from failed planning attempts is dead-end detection [23, 32], which is closely related to nogoods in constraint satisfaction problems. A dead-end is a search state from which no plan to the goal exists. Crucially, it is sometimes possible to examine a failed search attempt and identify dead-ends; a search state with no successors is a dead-end, and a state whose only successors are dead-ends is also a dead-end. A learning approach could leverage these identified dead-ends to learn to predict dead-ends in a new planning problem, potentially speeding up the search. Previous work on learning dead-end detectors considers planning in factored, logical domains, and identifies formulaic representations of states that are verifiable dead-ends [46, 47, 48].

Unfortunately, there are many domains of interest where dead-ends are limited or absent altogether (e.g., domains where all actions are reversible). Our notion of eliminability provides leverage in domains that have no dead-ends to detect. Eliminability not only subsumes dead-end detection — all edges incident with a dead-end are clearly eliminable — but also includes problem-specific redundancy, where if there are multiple paths from initial state to goal, all but one path can be eliminated. Rather than limiting learning to logical, factored domains, we consider a planning setting where states and transition models are not necessarily logical or factored, and we take an empirical approach in the spirit of the learning for planning literature.

2.1.3 Connections to reinforcement learning

It is worth noting that learning from failed planning attempts is related to the challenge of exploration with sparse rewards in reinforcement learning (RL) [2, 4, 15, 26, 31, 35]. Especially relevant is exploration in multitask RL; see Colas et al. [11] for a recent survey. Much of the difficulty of
exploration in RL stems from the transition model being unknown. For example, several approaches attempt to learn a transition model and use prediction error to guide exploration \cite{7,39}. In our planning setting, we assume the transition model is known.

2.2 Preliminaries

We consider deterministic finite planning domains with states \( S \), actions \( A \), and transition function \( \text{succ}(s,a) = s' \) with \( s,s' \in S \) and \( a \in A \). Transitions have nonnegative costs; for simplicity, we assume unit transition costs. A single planning problem consists of an initial state \( s_0 \in S \) and a goal \( g \subseteq S \). A solution to a planning problem is a plan, that is, a sequence of actions \((a_0,a_1,\ldots,a_{T-1})\) such that \( s_{t+1} = \text{succ}(s_t,a_t) \) for \( 0 \leq t < T \), and \( s_T \in g \). In this work, we are interested in satisficing planning, where solutions need not be optimal.

Deterministic planning can be framed as graph search. A graph \( G = (V,E) \) for a planning domain associates one node \( n_s \in V \) per state \( s \) and one directed edge between nodes \( n_s \) and \( n_{s'} \) with label \( a \), denoted \((n_s,a,n_{s'}) \in E \), if \( \text{succ}(s,a) = s' \). A plan for a particular problem corresponds to a path in the graph starting at \( n_{s_0} \) and ending at a node \( n_{s_T} \) such that \( s_T \in g \).

We are interested in learning to plan more efficiently and effectively from previous experience. Formally, we assume access to a set of \textsc{Train} planning problems with varying initial states and goals. A set of held-out \textsc{Test} problems are used for evaluation after training. The state space \( S \), action space \( A \) and transition function \( \text{succ} \) are fixed across all problems. To permit generalization between problems with disjoint states, we will assume access to a featurizer \( \phi(s_0,g,s,a,s') \in \mathcal{F} \), which maps an initial state, goal, and transition to a feature space (e.g., images).

We are specifically interested in \textit{learning from planning failures}. In the planning-as-graph-search setting, a failed planning attempt can be represented by the set of nodes \( V' \) and edges \( E' \) that were explored during search; these constitute a subgraph \( G' \) of the domain graph \( G \), and the attempt is a failure when no path in \( G' \) leads from initial state to goal. Each \textsc{Train} problem is associated with one such subgraph. The question motivating this research is: what, if anything, can be learned from these failed searches that will aid planning in the \textsc{Test} problems?
2.3 Approach

The main insight leading to our approach is the following: in examining the subgraph of a failed planning attempt, it is possible to identify sets of edges that are *eliminable*. These are edges that, in hindsight, could have been left unexplored without inhibiting planning. Our approach is to use these eliminable edge sets to learn a predictive model that will allow us to preemptively eliminate edges on the held-out Test problems. We next formalize what it means for an edge set to be eliminable and then describe the details of our model.

2.3.1 Eliminable Edge Sets

We start with a formal definition of eliminable edge sets:

**Definition 1 (Eliminable edge set).** Given a graph $\mathcal{G} = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$ for a planning domain and a problem $(s_0, g)$, a set of edges $\mathcal{E}^- \subset \mathcal{E}$ is eliminable if either 1) the problem is unsolvable, or 2) the problem is solvable in the subgraph $\mathcal{G}^- = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E} \setminus \mathcal{E}^-)$, i.e. there exists a path from $n_{s_0} \in \mathcal{V}$ to a node $n_{s_T} \in \mathcal{V}$ in the subgraph $\mathcal{G}^-$, where $s_T \in g$.

![Figure 1](image-url)

Figure 1: Two search graphs where node $n_0$ has the initial state and $n^*$ has the goal. Edge labels omitted for clarity. (a) The edge set $\{(n_0,n_1), (n_1,n^*)\}$ is eliminable, since a plan through $n_2$ would remain in the graph with those edges removed. (b) Given a failed search attempt that has only expanded five nodes from the initial state, one can already see that the edge set $\{(n_0,n_1), (n_1,n_3)\}$ is eliminable. In this work, we use eliminable edge sets identified from failed searches to learn a predictive model that allows us to preemptively remove eliminable edge sets on new problems.

In the graph illustrated in Figure [a], where action labels are omitted for visual clarity, the edge
set \{((n_0, n_1), (n_1, n^*))\} is eliminable because the path (((n_0, n_2), (n_2, n^*))) remains in the graph with the edge set removed. Similarly, \{((n_0, n_2), (n_2, n^*))\} is eliminable, since the path through \(n_1\) remains in the corresponding subgraph. The set \{((n_0, n_1), (n_0, n_2))\}, however, is not eliminable.

From this example, we can see that eliminability is importantly a property of a set of edges and cannot be reduced to a property of individual edges; one cannot determine whether the edge \((n_0, n_1)\) is safe to eliminate without knowing whether the edge \((n_0, n_2)\) will also be eliminated.

There is a clear relationship between eliminable edges and plans: given the path of a plan, the set of all edges not in the path is eliminable. However, as we will see in the next section, in the subgraph for a failed planning attempt, where no plan can be found, it may still be possible to identify nontrivial eliminable edge sets.

### 2.3.2 Eliminability in Failed Searches

Given a subgraph representing a failed planning attempt, we would like to identify an eliminable edge set. We begin with definitions familiar from graph search.

**Definition 2** (Expanded node, open node). Given a subgraph \(G_{sub} = (V_{sub}, E_{sub})\) of a domain graph \(G = (V, E)\), a node \(n \in V_{sub}\) is expanded if for all edges \((n, a, n') \in E\), \((n, a, n') \in E_{sub}\). Otherwise, the node is open.

**Definition 3** (Reachable node, edge). Given a graph \(G = (V, E)\) and a planning problem \((s_0, g)\), a node \(n \in V\) is reachable if there is a path from \(n_{s_0}\) to \(n\) in \(G\). An edge \((n, a, n') \in E\) is reachable if \(n\) is reachable.

The following lemma gives us a mechanism to identify eliminable edge sets in certain naturally arising subgraphs.

**Lemma 1.** Given a subgraph \(G_{sub} = (V_{sub}, E_{sub})\) of the domain graph \(G\), a planning problem \((s_0, g)\) with \(n_{s_0} \in V_{sub}\), and an edge set \(E^- \subseteq E_{sub}\), let \(G^-_{sub} = (V_{sub}, E_{sub} \setminus E^-)\). Suppose 1) no plan exists in \(G^-_{sub}\); 2) all open nodes in \(V_{sub}\) are reachable in \(G^-_{sub}\); and 3) all edges in \(E^-\) are reachable in \(G_{sub}\). Then \(E^-\) is eliminable.
Proof. To review, there are four graphs here:

- $\mathcal{G}$ is the full domain graph.
- $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}$ is the subgraph of the failed search, that is, the nodes and edges that were explored during a search where no plan was found.
- $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}^-$ is the subgraph of the failed search with the edges in $\mathcal{E}^-$ eliminated.
- Let $\mathcal{G}^- = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E} \setminus \mathcal{E}^-)$ be the subgraph of the full domain graph with the edges in $\mathcal{E}^-$ eliminated.

If the planning problem is unsolvable, any edge set is eliminable, and the conclusion is trivial. Otherwise, there exists a plan in $\mathcal{G}$, that is, a path from $n_{s_0} \in \mathcal{V}$ to some $n_{s_T} \in \mathcal{V}$ with $s_T \in g$. This path must contain a node $n_{\text{open}}$ that is open in $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}$; otherwise, the path would contain only nodes that are expanded in $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}$, and $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}$ would contain a plan, violating assumption (1). By assumption (2), $n_{\text{open}}$ is reachable in $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}^-$, and therefore also reachable in $\mathcal{G}^-$, since $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}^-$ is a subgraph of $\mathcal{G}^-$. It remains to show that there is a path from $n_{\text{open}}$ to $n_{s_T}$ in $\mathcal{G}^-$. Consider a path from $n_{\text{open}}$ to $n_{s_T}$ in $\mathcal{G}$. Let $n'_{\text{open}}$ be the last open node in this path, i.e., the closest open node to the goal $n_{s_T}$. Since it is open, $n'_{\text{open}}$ is reachable in $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}^-$ and therefore also in $\mathcal{G}^-$. Now consider the edges on the path from $n'_{\text{open}}$ to $n_{s_T}$ and suppose that one or more are in $\mathcal{E}^-$, the eliminated set. Because $\mathcal{E}^- \subseteq \mathcal{E}_{\text{sub}}$, these edges are in $\mathcal{E}_{\text{sub}}$. Furthermore, by assumption (3), each such edge is reachable in $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}$, and thus all of the constituent nodes are reachable in $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}$ as well, including $n_{s_T}$. But we assumed in (1) that $\mathcal{G}_{\text{sub}}$ does not contain a plan, so this is a contradiction. Therefore no edges along the path from $n'_{\text{open}}$ to $n_{s_T}$ are eliminated, and thus a plan in $\mathcal{G}^-$ (from $n_{s_0}$ to $n'_{\text{open}}$ to $n_{s_T}$) is maintained after the elimination of $\mathcal{E}^-$. □

Thus to test whether an edge set is eliminable in a subgraph for a failed planning attempt (where no plan exists), one could check whether each edge is reachable in the subgraph, and that there are paths from the initial state to all open nodes in the graph with the edges removed. For example, consider the graph shown in Figure 1b, where the five non-goal nodes are expanded, but descendants of $n_3$ and $n_4$ are open. In examining the five-node subgraph, we can see that the edge
set \( \{(n_0, n_1), (n_1, n_3)\} \) must be eliminable, since both edges are reachable, and a path from \( n_0 \) to \( n_3 \) and a path from \( n_0 \) to \( n_4 \) remain in the graph after those edges have been removed.

**Identifying Eliminable Edges in Forward Searches.** In practice, when planning with forward search algorithms like GBFS or A\(^*\), we do not need to explicitly test whether edge sets satisfy the criteria of Lemma 1. At any given time in the execution of these algorithms, the shortest paths from the initial state to all open nodes are maintained. The edges in these paths are not eliminable. The complement of this set — all previously visited edges that are not in the paths — constitute an eliminable set. We can therefore extract an eliminable edge set directly from a failed forward search.

### 2.3.3 Learning to Predict Eliminability

After applying the above technique to each problem \( (s_0, g) \) in the Train set, we obtain one set of eliminable edges per problem, denoted \( D_{s_0,g}^- \). For each problem, let \( D_{s_0,g}^+ \) be the complement of \( D_{s_0,g}^- \): edges that were explored in the failed planning attempt for \( (s_0, g) \), but are not in the eliminable set. From these problem-specific sets, we can construct:

\[
D^- = \{(s_0, g, s, a, s') : (n_s, a, n_{s'}) \in D_{s_0,g}^-\}
\]

\[
D^+ = \{(s_0, g, s, a, s') : (n_s, a, n'_{s}) \in D_{s_0,g}^+\}.
\]

Recall that we have access to a featurizer \( \phi(s_0, g, s, a, s') \in \mathcal{F} \). Applying the featurizer to all points in \( D^- \) and \( D^+ \), we arrive at a dataset that is amenable to standard binary classification. After training a classifier \( f_\theta : \mathcal{F} \to \{0, 1\} \) with parameters \( \theta \), we can use the learned model to eliminate edges during search on a new problem. In practice, rather than pruning edges entirely, we will learn a probabilistic classifier and use the predicted probability that an edge is eliminable to determine the order of expansion during GBFS.

---

1 This work focuses on forward search, but we expect that it possible to formulate a version of Lemma 1 that would work for backward search as well, where expansion and reachability would emanate from the goal, rather than the initial state.
It is important to emphasize that we are not learning to predict whether an edge is eliminable in any universal sense; as we saw in Section 2.3.1, individual edge eliminability is not well-defined. Instead, the learned model $f_\theta$ can be used to predict a certain eliminable edge set for any given problem. In other words, given a problem $(s_0, g)$, $f_\theta$ acts like an indicator function: all edges $(n_s, a, n'_s)$ for which $f_\theta(\phi(s_0, g, s, a, s')) = 1$ are in the eliminable edge set.

**Erring on the Side of Non-Eliminability.** In predicting eliminability, false positives (incorrectly predicting “eliminable”) are more problematic than false negatives, since pruning or down-weighting a crucial edge could doom or delay search. In early experiments, we found that learned predictors would sometimes predict false positives as the search considered edges that were substantially different from those seen in the training data. To remedy this, inspired by previous work in exploration for RL [49], we introduce an unseen wrapper around our classifier that determines whether an edge is sufficiently different from previously seen edges by some metric, and if so, assigns it a zero probability of eliminability (see Section 2.4.1 for details).

### 2.4 Experiments and Results

We now present preliminary experiments and results.

![Figure 2: Miniworld Domains](image)
2.4.1 Experimental Setup

**Domains.** We test our approach in four visual navigation domains implemented in Miniworld [9]: TMaze, Hallways, WallRoom, and FourRooms. Hallways and WallRoom are custom domains original to this work. All domains involve an agent navigating to a goal. Figure 2 (left images) shows top views of the environments, where the agent’s initial position is portrayed by the red arrow and a goal position portrayed by the red square. States are comprised of the agent position and direction. There are three possible actions from each state: move forward, turn $90^{\circ}$ left, or turn $90^{\circ}$ right. Each state is associated with a first-person image (Figure 2, right images). The featurizer $\phi(s_0, g, s, a, s')$ is a concatenation of the images for states $s$ and $s'$.

In domains such as TMaze and Hallways, we expect our model to learn that edges corresponding to moving the agent forward into an empty hallway with no exits are likely to be eliminable. It is less clear a priori that the model will learn useful information in WallRoom or FourRooms.

**Model Class.** We parameterize the eliminability classifier $f_{\theta}$ as a convolutional neural network (CNN). For the unseen wrapper (Section 2.3.3), we discretize the state space using locality-sensitive hashing (LSH).

CNNs are implemented in PyTorch version 1.5.0. The image features are passed through two convolutional layers with kernel size 10 and stride 1 and two max pooling layers with kernel size 2 and stride 2, followed by three fully connected layers with ReLU activation with hidden dimensions 120 and 84.

LSH maps high dimensional input to discrete hash codes, such that similar inputs are mapped to the same hashes. In particular, we use SimHash [19], an LSH which measures similarity by angular distance. Given a vector $x \in \mathbb{R}^D$, SimHash retrieves a binary code $h = \text{sgn}(Ax) \in \{-1, 1\}^k$, where $A$ is a $k \times D$ matrix with i.i.d. entries drawn from from a standard Gaussian distribution $\mathcal{N}(0, 1)$. Larger $k$ values correspond to fewer collisions and finer granularity in discretization (we use $k = 500$). For our purposes, $x$ is a flattened representation of $\phi(s_0, g, s, a, s')$, the image features for an edge.
**Data Collection.** Each of the four domains has one training task. To collect failed searches, we run blind best-first search (i.e., breadth-first search) with a predetermined number of node expansions such that no plan to the goal is found. The number of node expansions is determined as a proportion of the number of nodes an average best-first search takes to solve the problem. For example, \texttt{train\_expansion=0.2} indicates that, for a task where blind search takes roughly 300 node expansions to solve, the training search expanded 60 nodes. We verified that no plans were found in any training problem.

**Training.** The CNN is trained with binary cross-entropy loss, using the Adam optimizer \cite{Kingma2014} with learning rate 0.0001 for 320 epochs.

**Testing.** Each domain has nine test tasks, with variation in the initial states and goals such that none are identical to the training task. During test search, the model predicts eliminability of edges as they are encountered. The probability of eliminability is used as a heuristic to guide GBFS.

**Additional Details.** Each experiment configuration shown is run with 25 random seeds, where randomness is introduced via neural network initialization, the SimHash \( A \) matrix, and the randomized tie-breaking during search. All search code is based on Pyperplan \cite{Murphy2004} and all neural-network code is written in PyTorch \cite{Paszke2019}.

### 2.4.2 Results

As shown in Figure 3, in each of the four domains and across various training expansion amounts, the eliminability predictor improves search in test problems compared to a blind best-first search. Improvements generally increase as the training expansion amount increases. In simpler domains such as \texttt{T Maze}, we can see a case of diminishing returns; \texttt{train\_expansion=0.4} achieves almost the same as \texttt{train\_expansion=0.6}, which has indiscernable performance from \texttt{train\_expansion=0.8}.

In figures 4 and 5 we probe the impact of the unseen wrapper. These experiments compare four models: \texttt{blind}, \texttt{blind\_unseen}, \texttt{cnn}, and \texttt{cnn\_unseen}. \texttt{blind} is a simple best-first search, whereas \texttt{blind\_unseen} is the best-first search with the unseen wrapper, i.e. prioritizing unseen edges. \texttt{cnn}
Figure 3: Model performance for different amounts of training expansion, where training expansion refers to the number of nodes expanded during training search as a fraction of the number of node expansions required for a blind best-first search search to solve the problem. In all domains and across different training expansion amounts, our approach improves upon a blind best-first search.

is the CNN model with no additions, and *cnn_unseen*, the CNN with the unseen wrapper, is the model we used for the main results.

Figure 4 shows model comparisons for *training_expansion*=0.2, and Figure 5 shows model comparisons for *training_expansion*=0.8. We see that, especially when search is limited during training, the CNN model without the unseen wrapper can occasionally perform quite poorly, sometimes significantly worse than a blind search. Although the unseen wrapper can be a detriment to average performance, it acts as a “safety net” and consistently prevents the CNN model from performing much worse than blind search. Note that at both high and low *training_expansion*, the CNN model with the unseen wrapper can provide substantial improvements to search in comparison to the *blind* and *blind_unseen* models.
Figure 4: Models comparison at \textit{training\_expansion}=0.2

Figure 5: Models comparison at \textit{training\_expansion}=0.8

2.5 Discussion

In this direction of study, we investigated what can be learned from failed planning attempts alone, finding generalized eliminable edge set predictors to be a promising candidate. Among many possible future directions, we are most eager to (1) apply the approach in other domains, e.g., IPC tasks \cite{33}; (2) study the approach in settings where nontrivial domain-independent (e.g., delete-relaxation) heuristics are available; (3) investigate learning \textit{during} a single search, using what is learned to bootstrap planning in the rest of the problem; (4) consider further connections to the RL literature on exploration, perhaps adapting our approach to the RL setting where the transition model is unknown.
3 Goal-Conditioned Action Sampling in Integrated Task and
Motion Planning

Our second direction of study takes us to a more challenging integrated task and motion planning setting. Here, the states and actions are hybrid discrete/continuous, and the planning is bi-level. For example, when we wish to Place a block, our discrete action Place takes in additional continuous parameters, perhaps the position and orientation of the placement. We have the higher level task plan – to move a block, Pick then Place – but also the lower level motion plan that determines the smooth trajectory towards the block to pick and the trajectory towards the destination to place.

The main question we investigate here is how to increase the effectiveness of planning when the task planning is not “downward-refinable”, i.e. a task plan might not correspond to a valid motion plan. This common situation occurs when the abstractions made by task planning overlook potential infeasibilities that may arise during motion planning. A task plan to move a block into a box might not work if the task-level abstraction does not capture the fact that the block does not fit into the box.

We extend Neuro-Symbolic Relational Transition Models (NSRTs) [10], a class of models that attempts to address the challenges in task and motion planning by combining symbolic planning and neural models. Specifically, we add goal-conditioning to the learned action sampler in NSRTs and show empirical improvements on two simulated robotic tasks.

3.1 Related work

3.1.1 Task and Motion Planning

Task and motion planning has been extensively studied by the robotics community. Early work approached the problem assuming downward-refinability, finding a task plan first before finding suitable continuous parameter values [39]. The downward-refinability assumption could be relaxed if there is a mechanism to try alternative task plans when motion planning fails [44]. Alternatively,
in environments in which it is more costly to repeatedly create task-plans that are not downward-refinable than to first find satisfying continuous parameters for task-level actions, it makes sense to satisfy continuous constraints before task-level planning [13] [16] [22]. Yet another approach is to interleave the search for task-level actions and satisfying continuous parameters [13] [14]. See [17] for a survey including a more thorough discussion of these methods.

As discussed in [17], machine learning for task and motion planning may be helpful in three ways: (1) learning models, (2) learning search guidance, and (3) learning sampling guidance. Our previous direction of study broadly falls under the second category, and our current direction of study falls under the third category.

3.1.2 Learning Action Samplers

There have been a number of previous studies on learning the action samplers that sample continuous parameters for task-level actions. For example, [52] improves action sampling using risk-aware sampling and diversity-aware sampling. The former uses a Bayesian estimate of the scoring function to select action instances for planning; the latter encourages diversity by adapting a kernel used in the sampling process based on previous planning experience. [27] learns an action sampler from both on-target trajectories (towards the goal) and off-target trajectories, using GANs to estimate an importance ratio to learn a target distribution that assigns low probabilities to inefficient actions. As far as we are aware, our work is the first to study the effects of goal-conditioning a learned action sampler.

3.1.3 Neuro-Symbolic Relational Transition Models

As previously mentioned, we work with NSRTs [10]. NSRTs use symbolic AI planning in an outer loop to guide continuous planning with neural models in an inner loop. Unlike previous work in the task and motion planning setting, NSRTs do not assume knowledge of an abstract or continuous transition model. The models learn four components: (1) abstract actions that act on abstract states, (2) an abstract transition model that defines the effects of abstract actions on abstract
states, (3) a low-level transition model over continuous states and actions, and (4) action samplers that map abstract actions to continuous actions. In our work, we focus on learning for the action sampler, and so we differ slightly from NSRTs by using a known continuous transition model. In the next section, we will introduce formalisms used by NSRTs to better describe our work in the models’ context.

3.2 Problem Setting

In the task and motion planning literature, *predicates* are a discrete set of named relations over objects. Predicates such as \textsc{Holding}(\texttt{block1}) discretize the continuous state space by abstracting away the continuous pose and physical properties of \texttt{block1}. A predicate applied to a specific object is called a *ground atom*, whereas a predicate applied to typed placeholder variables is called a *lifted atom*. For example, \textsc{Holding}(\texttt{block1}) is a ground atom, and \textsc{Holding}(?b) is a lifted atom where ?b is an unspecified block-type object. NSRTs assume that the set of predicates are given.

Following the notations in [10], we have that a Neuro-Symbolic Relational Transition Model (NSRT) is a tuple \((O, P, E, h, \pi)\) where:

- \(O = (o_1, \ldots, o_k)\) is an ordered list of parameters, each of a specified object type.
- \(P\) is a set of symbolic preconditions, each of which is a lifted atom over the parameters \(O\).
- \(E\) is a set of symbolic effects, each of which is a lifted atom over the parameters \(O\).
- \(h\) is low level transition model mapping continuous states and actions to the next continuous states. In the original work, this is learned; in our study we use a ground truth model.
- \(\pi(a|v)\) is an action sampler, a neural network that defines a conditional distribution over actions \(a \in A\), where \(A\) is the continuous action space and \(v\) is a vector of attribute values.

In the original work, the authors learn and plan with a collection of NSRTs. The collective preconditions \(P\) and effects \(E\) allow for task-level planning in the abstract state and action space, and the collective \(h\) and \(\pi\) allow for refining the task-level plan into environment actions in continuous space.
We can now discuss the details of the action sampler. First, we let $\sigma$ denote an injective substitution mapping each parameter $o_i$ of an NSRT to an object. This mapping allows us to ground an NSRT with objects; a ground NSRT can be thought of as an abstract action. Then, given a continuous state $s$ and a ground NSRT with substitution $\sigma$, we can define the context of $s$ as $v_\sigma = s[\sigma(o_1)] \circ \cdots \circ s[\sigma(o_k)]$, where $\circ$ denotes vector concatenation. In other words, $v_\sigma$ is the concatenation of attribute values of the objects acted on by the NSRT. After data collection, trajectories are partitioned into transitions $(v_\sigma, a, v_\sigma')$ for learning; we refer the reader to [10] for more details on the partitioning process. For the action sampler $\pi$, we use the transitions $(v_\sigma, a, \cdot)$ to learn a distribution $P(a|v_\sigma)$. Specifically, a fully connected network predicts the mean and variance of a Gaussian distribution that maximizes the likelihood of the action $a$ given $v_\sigma$.

The goal of a task and motion planning problem is a set of ground atoms, e.g.\{\texttt{Above}(\texttt{block1}, \texttt{block2}), \texttt{Above}(\texttt{block2}, \texttt{block3})\}. In our current experiments, the goal is a single ground atom. We can therefore create a goal attribute vector $g$ by concatenating the attribute values of the objects in the goal atom. To goal-condition the action sampler, we learn the distribution $P(a|v_\sigma, g)$ by augmenting each transition with $g$ to become $(v_\sigma, a, \cdot, g)$.

3.3 Experiments

We test goal-conditioned action sampling on two simulated 2D robotic environments, NarrowHallway and Cover. Refer to Fig. 6 for a visual rendering of the environments.

The NarrowHallway environment involves a robot arm and two cans in a narrow corridor. The robot arm has a fixed base position and can extend linearly any distance from the base (as long as it remains within the hallway). The goal of each task in this environment is for the robot arm to pick up a pre-specified desired can. However, in the initial state, the robot arm is unable to pick up the desired can because the other can obstructs its path. Therefore, to complete the task, the robot arm should first pick up the obstructing can, then place the obstructing can, and finally pick up the goal. All of these pick and place actions must be collision-free, where collisions are defined as picking from or placing at a position such that there is an angle of less than 45° between the robot
Figure 6: (a) In the NarrowHallway environment, a robot arm with a fixed base near the entrance of a narrow hallway must pick up the desired goal can represented by the green circle, but is initially obstructed by another can. (b) The grey area shows the area of collision when picking the goal can, and other cans in this area will lead to a failure in picking. (c) The Cover environment involves a vertical robot arm picking up a block and placing it so that the entire block covers the target. The robot arm must be above the allowed hand regions when picking and placing.

base, the pick/place position, and another can (see Fig 6b). The predicates for the NarrowHallway environment are HandEmpty(?robot), Holding(?can, ?robot). The tasks in the environment only vary based on the position of the desired can, which can appear either to the right-and-top or left-and-top of the obstructing can.

The Cover environment involves a vertical robot arm, a block, a target region, and allowed hand regions. The block and target region are located on a surface, and therefore their position varies along one dimension. The goal of tasks in this environment is for the robot arm to pick up the block and place it such that the block covers the entire width of the target region. While picking and placing, the robot arm must be above the allowed hand regions. Therefore, to fully cover the target region while placing the block in the allowed hand region, it may be necessary for the robot arm to pick up the block at a position offset from the center. The predicates for the Cover environment are Cover(?block, ?target), HandEmpty(?robot), Holding(?block, ?robot). The tasks in
the environment differ based on the block position, the target position, and the allowed hand region under the target. The target is always offset from the center of the target, either on the left or the right.

For the experiments, we vary the number of action samples per step, which is the number of attempts the action sampler has to refine the high-level plan of abstract actions. The maximum attempted number of high-level plans is kept the same within environments (2 for NarrowHallway and 1 for Cover, which are the minimum numbers needed for finding a successful plan). Each experiment is run over 10 seeds, which controls randomization over state initialization and model initialization. We train on 50 tasks and test on 50 tasks; the tasks are currently of the same complexity but we hope to increase the complexity of the test tasks in the future.

3.4 Results

Figure 7: Number of tasks solved (out of 50) for goal-conditioned vs non-goal-conditioned solving action sampling strategies.

Our first set of experiments compares the success rate of goal-conditioned action sampling versus non-goal-conditioned action sampling. As shown in Fig. 7, goal-conditioned sampling increases the proportion of solved tasks in both NarrowHallway and in Cover. In NarrowHallway, goal-conditioning sampling can solve the tasks perfectly starting from 1 sample per step (solving 50 of
50 tasks with 0 standard deviation). The non-goal-conditioned sampler increases in success as the number of samples per step is increased, but only achieves the same performance at 5 samples per step. In Cover, the goal-conditioned sampler solves an average of 35 out of 50 tasks with high variance with 1 sample per step, but solves all 50 tasks consistently with under 10 samples per step. The non-goal-conditioned sampler solves an average of 10 out of 50 tasks with 1 sample per step, and its success generally increases with the number of samples per step. There is an unexpected increase of variance and decrease in success rate above 8 samples per step, but we believe this may be due to our smaller sample size of 10 seeds. We may further investigate this observation in the future with a larger sample size.

Figure 8: Planning time for goal-conditioned vs non-goal-conditioned solving action sampling strategies.

Our second set of experiments compares the planning time of goal-conditioned action sampling versus non-goal-conditioned action sampling (Fig. 8). Here, we see that in both environments, goal-conditioned action sampling results in planning that takes less time than non-goal-conditioned action sampling. This is expected because goal-conditioned action sampling is likely to succeed in fewer refinement attempts. In addition, the planning time increases as the number of allowed samples per step increases. This is also expected, as the number of tasks that are refined to completion increases along the x-axis.
Figure 9: Examples of goal-conditioned and non-goal-conditioned sequences, where key frames are selected to be shown. (a) Goal-conditioned action sampling in NarrowHallway solves the task successfully by choosing to place the obstructing can at a position that will no longer obstruct the goal. (b) A common failure case in non-goal-conditioned action sampling is when the robot attempts to place the obstructing can behind the goal, but the action fails because the desired can obstructs the placement. (c) In Cover, goal-conditioned action sampling picks up the block at an offset so that the block will successfully cover the entire target. (d) When not goal-conditioned, the sampler may choose to pick up the block in the middle of the block, resulting in the robot arm outside the allowed hand regions when placing the block to cover the target region.
In Fig. 9, we qualitatively observe the differences between goal-conditioned and non-goal-conditioned action sampling. In the NarrowHallway environment (Fig. 9(a)(b)), we see that goal-conditioned action sampling allows the robot to place the undesired can in a position that is neither obstructed by the goal nor would potentially obstruct the goal in the future. Non-goal-conditioned action sampling cannot make guarantees about either, and typically fails during placement of the undesired can. In the Cover environment (Fig. 9(c)(d)), goal-conditioned sampling allows the robot to pick the block in a position such that the placement successfully covers the target region. Non-goal-conditioned sampling fails because sampling the pick action is not informed by the offset between the target and target’s allowed hand region; the placement that covers the target region requires the robot arm to be outside the allowed hand region.

3.5 Discussion

Therefore, in this direction of study, we found that goal-conditioning the action sampler in the NSRTs framework increases the success rate and decreases the time of planning. Our current study is limited to two simple tasks in which it is relatively clear that a relationship exists between the continuous parameters chosen to refine abstract actions and the attribute values corresponding to the objects in the goal atom. In the future, we would like to observe the effects of goal-conditioning the action sampler in more complex tasks.

To do so, we must also increase the generalization capabilities of our goal-conditioned action sampler. Our current approach assumes that there is only one goal atom, in which case a concatenation of the attribute values of the objects in the goal atom is sufficient to represent the goal. We will handle multiple goal atoms using graph neural networks [40], which will allow us to better represent multiple objects and their symbolic relationships as specified by the goal atoms.
4 Conclusions

In this thesis, we first explored learning from failures in classical planning. We defined *eliminable edge sets*, and we showed how to find eliminable edge sets in search graphs. In experiments on navigation tasks, we found that learning a model of edge eliminability can increase the efficiency of planning on a new similar task; this improvement can be seen even if the failed search made little progress towards the goal. We then investigated goal-conditioning action samplers in the NSRTs framework, and we found that goal-conditioning the sampler increases success rate and decreases planning time on two simulated robotic tasks.

Our two directions of study were both motivated by a desire for efficient planning. In our first study, we wanted our planner to avoid repeatedly making similar mistakes, such as walking down a dead-end hallway. Afterwards, we were curious about how we can learn to reason about such failures in more complex, hierarchical planning settings. A real world motivating example analogous to Cover is a robot attempting to place a tall canister upright into a bin – the robot that grasps the canister from the side when picking up the canister will encounter a failure when attempting to place it. How could we have the robot autonomously understand that the reason for failure was the grasp orientation (top vs side), rather than the position of the side grasp? There is a significant body of work on failure diagnosis and plan repair [29][5][51], but we realized a cleaner solution in this case is to goal-condition the grasp, thus grasping correctly on the first try and avoiding failure.

More broadly, our methodology in learning eliminable edge sets works by extracting useful information from the state features that is not captured by the state abstraction. In our navigation task, the visual information from the agent’s perspective was able to guide the search better than only knowing the positional coordinates of the agent. This suggests that eliminable edge sets or similar reasoning about the search graph may be helpful in future work on learning state abstractions. Additionally, although our goal-conditioned action sampling is currently limited to the NSRTs framework, we hope our study motivates future work in investigating goal-conditioning in other learned samplers.
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